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Dado sizes with Delta arm-The article on radial-arm saws in FWW #73 states that the Delta Model 10 will not hold more than in. worth of dado cutters. This is incorrect. Delta specifies that their saw will hold up to 13/16 in. of dado cutters. This is accomplished by using the thin arbor flange on the inside and the arbor nut on the outside without an arbor flange. -Jeff Keating, a, Neb.
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To Our Subscribers Recent issues of Fine Woodworking have been sent to you wrapped in a protective plastic bag. Unfortunately, many plastic products will retain their strength for hundreds of years after being discarded. Tests conducted with sophisti cated carbon-14 tracing indicate that it may take 200 to 400 years to reach full disintegration. The interest in developing degradable plastics has grown over the past few years, and quite recently some manufacturers have begun to offer ma terials that meet the needs of the magazine publishers. The Taunton Press has been active in locating and testing these products, and we are pleased to commence using them for wrapping all of our publications. What makes these plastics so degradable is the addition of several new ingredients. One is a starch granule derived from cornstarch, and there are also some oxidizing agents formulated from fats and fatty acids. The aim is to provide additional ingredients within the plastic that will promote molecular breakdown of the plastic once it is buried in the soil. The specific processes involve both chemical reactions and biological activity. The current technology relies on the presence of both moisture and micro-organisms, and is also affected by environment and temperature. With this in mind, it should be clear that the rate of degradation is vari able, and not subject to clear standards. However, several tests have demonsu'ated that degradable plastic decom pose completely within three to six years. (In one test, plastic buried in a compost pile decomposed in 30 days). Yet the shelf life and strength of degradable plastic are comparable -Philip VanKirk, Production to conventional plastics. Manager of Magazines, The Taunton Press
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Pianos are wonde but e es -As a professional rebuilder of pianos and a longtime reader of FWW I was excited to see the back cover of issue #74. I feel the need, however, to write a few words of caution, lest every other woodworker in the country rushes out to perform miracles of cabinetry on old pianos. First, it should be noted that the Wendell Castle Steinway was built from scratch, and you can bet that the great technicians from Steinway had a lot to do with the whole project. Emmett Day's Steinway, on the other hand, was built in 1927; from the article, I am assuming that the piano's workings and structure were rebuilt by a qualified piano technician. Given that it was a quality instrument when it was new, and assuming that its "di lapidated condition" was not so far along that restoration was impossible, Day probably ended up with a fine piano, provided the work was done correctly. I would strongly discourage woodworkers from starting such a project without the close help and support of a qualified piano technician. It is too easy to begin with a lousy piano and turn it into a piece of beautiful furniture, only to find that perhaps thou sands of dollars of piano work is necessary to give the project any value at all. Such efforts are a huge waste of time and energy:
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W gs on three-cutter mol g heads - I'm concerned about the molding-head cutter described in the article on blanket chests in FWW #75. The picture on p. 49 shows John Dunham roughing out the curved sides of the chest with one of these molding heads, which is fitted with three cutters and designed to run on a tablesaw. In describing the operation, Dunham states that the molding-head cutter keeps the work pressed against a clamped fence, and he advises to "think safety." Well, I did, espe cially since I suffered a severe hand injury in 1988 while using such a molding head. Despite 40 years of injury-free use on a 10-in. tablesaw and a keen awareness of the dangers of the molding head, I let my guard down for an instant and suddenly all hell broke loose. I figure it, the 7-in.-dia. molding cutter, rotating at 3,450 on my saw, has a cutting-tip speed of nearly 0.2 miles per second. Depending on the blade shape and sharpness, depth of cut and work-feed speed, this tool can generate high horizontal and ver tical dynamic forces. This cutting tool is perhaps the most dan gerous in the woodshop. Dunham's fixture compensates for the workpiece's horizontal travel caused by the cutter blades. No fixture is provided to keep the work from moving upward, away from the table surface. All Dunham has to stop this movement are his hands and fingers, which might not be sufficient if the cutter blade strikes a knot or hard wood area. One or more dull blades on the cutter head will cause even greater and unpredictable dynamic forces. Be cause of the great danger of this and other operations, perhaps it would be extremely beneficial to readers if FWW established a specific section to address safety concerns associated with specific tools and woodworking operations. Readers need to be in formed and instructed as to how, when, where and why to achieve safety-only then will they have an intelligent way to -Bill Hayman, Annapolis, Md. "think safety."



More articles on Shopsmith tools-I see you have excluded Shopsmith from one of your comparison articles again! Why? There are thousands of Shopsmith owners out there who read your magazine, and I can tell you for a fact that we are not happy with you. Your recent article on scroll saws FWW #74) did not in clude the excellent model Shopsmith makes. For the money, the Shopsmith brand is the best deal you can get: variable speed, 20-in. throat, 2-in. capacity, stand and motor, 60 blades, 153kin. by 203/4-in. table, parallel arms, 450 table tilt right and left, plus a foot that will tilt to remain parallel to the table, which I've never seen any other scroll saw do. All this for only $549. None of the saws you mentioned beat my machine. -Matt Kottman, Derry,
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The Kaiser Vario plate joiner will save you time and make joining wood for cases, cabinets, and raised panel doors a snap. It has the most powerful motor in the industry, the most versatile fence system, and it's the only plate joiner with a non-slip rubber faceplate instead of metal locating pins. This lets you work on both high and low pressure laminates like melamine and formica without slipping or scratching the surface. The Kaiser Vario is by far the most versatile plate joining system in the world today. Get your hands on the plate joiner that works as hard as you do . . . the Kaiser Vario.



Call 1-800-638-6405 For Your Nearest Kaiser Dealer
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Bullet Bits Sets Full Line Makita Parts And Access. Piranha al l sizes Air Hose all made in U.S.A. (We also custom make hoses) Sandpaper a n d Belt s Screws And Bits Many one a kind specials - Call lor List Prices
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thickness. It looks like water, moisture, mildew damage or some of each. Do you know of any way to get rid of this stain so I can use this lumber in unpainted furniture pieces ? - W.B. Badenoch, Jr., Ophelia, Va. Jon Arno replies: Judging from the sample you've forwarded,



your wood suffers from a typical case of "blue stain." This term is a bit misleading in that the color may vary from blue to a grayish shade. In any event, it is caused by fungi that invade the wood while it is moist. Blue stain can be prevented by spraying or dipping fresh-cut lumber in commercially available fungicides, but these chemicals are potentially dangerous and I would not recommend them for do-it-yourself application. The probability of wood staining in the drying process is greatly reduced simply by getting the surface moisture content down to the fiber saturation point (25% to 30% de pending upon the species) as quickly as possible. This is best accomplished by keeping air flowing through the drying stack. If your drying shed lacks a fan, just a few calm, humid days can let the fungi get established. Temperature is also important, because the fungus is inhibited by temperatures above 95°F or below 40°F. In the North, for example, the odds of avoiding blue stain can be enhanced by harvesting in the late fall and beginning the drying process in the winter; even this is not a certain preventa tive. Adequate ai rflow early in the drying process is critical. Unfortunately, once blue stain occurs, there is no practical remedy. The wood can be bleached, bli't this alters the natural wood color. The caustic bleach may also cause future problems with finishes. Despite the stains, the dri�g wood is structurally sound enough for most interior ap"plications. The infected areas _ or "blotches" tend to be more',gprous and will stain slightly darker than the normal tissue, � �nder a dark, highly pigmented oil stain, the contrast between the two is much less noticeable. A natural finish is out of the question unless, of course, you like the appearance of blue stain. Uon Arno is a woodworker and amateur wood technologist i n Schaumburg, Ill. ]
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I enjoyed Harold Payson 's article "Sharpening HandSaws" in FWW However, it didn 't cover the sharpening of a crosscut saw or a bucksaw, which are used for cutting fire wood for log-sawing competitions. Are there any special shmpening methods? -Lee Crouch, Vallejo, Calif
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Notch for setting cutting teeth



Raker teeth are in. lower than cutting teeth.



1I64



timer assured me that by knocking or turning over the points of the raker teeth, the saw would beat any bucksaw just filed in an ordinary way. Since then, I 've discovered that Timeless Tools, 1 2 2 Spring St. , Box 4 1 , Marquette, M ich. 49855; (906) 226-33 1 3 sells a saw-setting hammer l ike the one I was given. In lieu of a special tool though, you can hook the points of your raker teeth by tapping them with a very light hammer-about the weight of a modeler's hammer for a home-type bucksaw. Knock the tips of the raker teeth so they're about in. lower than the cutting teeth. The best method I know for improving the efficiency of the cutting teeth is to make them peg-shaped and sharply beveled and set. [Harold "Dynamite" Payson is a writer and boatbuilder in South Thomaston, Me.]
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Getting the s



tain out of PEG



I've been soaking black walnut in polyethylene glycol (PEGto stabilize the green-WOOd turning blanks and prevent shrinking and cracking during the drying process. The PEG works fine, but the solution has been getting darker and darker from the walnut stain absorbed during each soaking. This causes the finished walnut to look much darker than it normally would and also prevents using this PEG solution on light-COlored woods. Is there a method for removing the stain from the PEG solution to return its original clear color? -Robert William Beharka, Los Banos, Calif
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Philip Moulthrop replies: It's also my experience that a PEG



solution will indeed retain the stain deposited by soaking walnut. The color will stain lighter woods that are soaked in the same containers, but the stain usually does not peneu-ate extremely far; when the piece is turned on the lathe, the stained exterior can often be removed. Fortunately, the stain can be removed from d1e PEG solution by adding swimming-pool chlorine, such "HTH," which acts a bleach. This will return the solution to a very light color, thereby allowing lighter woods to be treated in it wid10ut staining them. To avoid the staining problem, I always designate one container of PEG solution for walnut and separate containers for lighter woods. Even so, I must periodically bleach the solutions for lighter woods to prevent color build-up. [Philip Moulthrop is a part-time woodturner and lawyer. He lives in Marietta, Ga.]
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Dyeing pearwood black I am looking for a way to dye pearwood black, not just on the surface, but completely throughout its thickness (approxi mately in. thick). So far, I have used alcohol-solvent dye (lightjast black). Even after soaking for four days, the wood is still not completely black. -Edward Leibhardt, Woodstock, Ill.
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Michael Dresdner replies: The Italians seem to have the dye Cutting teeth are beveled on alter-
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Harold Payson replies: I 've enjoyed log-bucking contests for



years, and I 've always marvelled at the speed at which two men can melt their way through an impressive-looking log. Not long ago an oldtimer gave me a woodman's tool that he said was made especially for the crosscut saw, sketched above. The notch in the head of the tool is for setting the cutting teeth, while the small hammer is for putting a hook on the tips of the raker teeth, which are designed to clear the kerf. The hook ensures that the teeth don't just drag the sawdust out, bot instead curl out a shaving. I 'd never seen a tool like this before, but the old-
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ing market wrapped up, and they are both successful and secretive with their methods. Word has it that they accomplish "through" dyeing by introducing the dye either under pressure or in a vacuum, and these methods would be impractical in a home shop. suspect that they are using water-soluble dyes. You can also buy black-dyed pearwood that's .025 in. thick from Certainly Wood, 1 1753 Big Tree Road, East Aurora, N.Y. 14052; (716) 655-0206. I have used black-dyed pealwood quite a lot, though, and to tell you the truth, the sample you sent good any I ever bought. [Michael Dresdner is an instrumentmaker and finishing specialist in Zionhill, Penn., and a contributing editor to ]
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Send queries, comments and sources of supply to Q&A, Fine Woodworking, Box 355, Newtown, Conn. 06470. We attempt to answer all questiOns, but due to the great number of requests received, tbe process can take several montbs.
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David White I nstruments
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Polishing up finishing articles - Most woodworkers have problems with finishes at one time or another. In fact, we re ceive more requests for help with finishing problems than for any other single area of woodworking. I 've always been a little curious why. Perhaps it's because most people so dislike work ing with chemicals, oily rags and other finishing paraphernalia that they never bothered to invest the time and energy needed to learn the correct procedures. Or, is finishing really a mystical science that can be mastered only by a select few, and must be endured by the majority of us who can't afford to hire someone to do our dirty work ? Because of all the finishing problems we hear about, we regu larly run articles on lacquer, varnish and other finishing methods. In our last issue, we wrote about applying an oil finish, one of my personal favorites, and generated what I think is an interest ing response, both in what it indicates about finishing and about what readers want to see in the magazine. Frank Klausz, a top-notch craftsman in Pluckemin, N.J., was very upset with the article, because he thought comments on oil's low resistance to abrasion and to water and alcohol implied that oil finishes were inferior and weak. Not so, says Klausz, who feels that a careless workman will produce a poor finish, regardless of whether the material is oil, varnish, shellac or lacquer. The number of coats and the care and skill with which they are applied are the important factors. A good oil finish can be tough and can offer ample protection for fine furniture, he says: In his shop, he may apply up to 1 2 coats of hand-rubbed medium-sheen Waterlox. He says he has a table in his house that is oiled and just gets more beautiful each year. You can even spill whiskey on it and it doesn't mark, as long as you don't leave it on there for an hour. ( Klausz demonstrates his oil-finishing methods in the video "Wood Finishing," available from The Taunton Press, 63 S. Main St., Newtown, Conn. 06470.) Teny Moore, a cabinetmaker in Newport, N.H., had some even harsher criticisms of the oil article and the magazine in general. He wants more profiles on craftsmen and their work, such as the piece on John Boomer's sculpture in 1173, and less space devoted to what he calls "a plethora of hobby, project articles." Commenting on the oil-finish article specifically, he points out that "the directions are on the can, you know. " In contrast, Tom Wisshack of Galesbury, Ill. , said he enjoyed the article, aldlough he feels it should have more strongly stressed the nee to let the oil dry thoroughly between coats so the finish can mature "to form a relatively hard film of protec tion on dle wood. " He warns against assuming that the driers added to modern oil mixtures can reduce the drying time to a matter of hou rs. "To my mind, the greasy, hurried look of many of the oil fin ishes see is the result of applying too many coats of oil in a short period of time or not letting the object go through a case hardening or maturing before being passed on to the customer or gallely. Some of us are purists and prefer to wait a bit longer so dlat the oils or resins can begin to cure and react to the wood to form the beginnings of a patina." These somewhat divergent points of view are typical of dle reader reaction generated by many of our articles. There are probably as many finishing theories and methods as there are finishers. At Fine Woodworking, we generally find that there is no universally accepted "right" or ''wrong'' with finishing methods, just as dlere is no one universally accepted way to cut a dovetail, or chop a mortise, or assemble a carcase. We've all come up with our own systems, based on our personal experiences, our teachers and numerous other factors. And we feel it is important for Fine Woodworking to be a forum for allowing woodworkers to share their different ideas and to learn from each other. That reader-written aspect has, in fact, been our trademark since the very first issue.
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t does "reader written" mean ?-The contents page of Fine Woodworking states that we are a reader-written magazine. That's a phrase that is taken for granted around here, but per haps it's good to remind everyone that it is an invitation for all readers to share their skills. We seldom work with professional writers: Our authors are serious woodworkers, with sometimes decades of experience as amateurs, small-shop professionals or teachers. Through their work, we aim to stress all aspects of con temporalY and traditional woodworking, from felling the tree to applying the final finish. Reader involvement is necessalY for our magazine to thrive and to present a comprehensive view of our craft. When we be gan publishing in the mid 1 970s, most woodworkers operated in relative isolation. The traditional apprenticeships and training programs had been replaced by the rote of the assembly line. Woodworking was a job, barely a craft, and certainly not an art. Fine Woodworking gave those craftsmen and would-be crafts men a voice and a teacher. This is still our goal. Over the years, woodworkers have become more sophisticated and techniques have been refined, but we still like to talk about our craft, see new work and hear how other craftsmen deSign, build and finish their best pieces. If you can teach us a technique or help some other woodworker master the craft, we want to hear from you. If you built a piece you're especially proud of and want to share it with other woodworkers, send us some photos and information about the work. If you've come up with a neat jig, tell us. And if you have comments about the magazine, please send a letter to the editor. We'll publish as many as we can and will consider all comments as we prepare future issues.
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The business of woodwor g -We often include production tips in our articles, even though we realize most of our readers are amateurs. We feel, however, that these tips, based on the experiences of workers who have to work efficiently to make a living, are valuable, because they help amateurs get the most out of the time dley spend in the shop. Some readers may find this information distracting, as in this letter from F. William Hart of Indialantic, Fla.:
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I recently received my first issue of (#73). I was delighted widl it. Only one article was disappointing. At tracted to it by the illustration-a handsomely designed pepper mill and saltshaker-I soon found it was quite diffi cult to find the basic information I needed to duplicate them. This information was buried in myriad details of how to mass-produce the two items. While I realize some of your readers make money pur suing what most of us practice as an amateur hobby, I be lieve such articles should be constructed to tell how to make one copy of a piece, dlen, as sort of an addendum, provide the information of interest to those who wish to make multiple copies. How do you odler readers feel about production tips and other business topiCS in ? Please let me know by addreSSing your letters to Dick Burrows, Editor, Fine Woodworking, 63 S. Main St., Newtown, Conn. 06470.
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Giving credit where credit's due -We inadvertently neglected to give proper credit to some of the people who helped us with our article "Woodworkers of Saskatchewan" in #75. First of all, we didn't mention that photographer Grant Kernan's company is called AK. Photos of Saskatoon. We would also like to credit The Craft Factor magaZine, published by the Saskatchewan Craft Council, for allowing Kernan to take the photos for
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Dick Burrows is editor of
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50 �i��;���;��;;���:;� I:}ig. . . . . . . . . . E xiro l FUL L QUART p.o. Berl..)' "Cold Cure," available from The Wooden Boat Shop, 1 007 .E. Boat St. , Seattle, Wash. 981 05 ; (206) 634-3600, is especially formulated for cold temperatures and is often used by
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Walnut settee



by the sea



1



designed this walnut bench to provide a comfortable seat large enough for three people to enjoy a magnificent vista of the Pacific Ocean from the living room of an Arch Cape, Oreg., beach house. Almost 7 ft. long, the bench, shown at the top of the facing page, provides ample space to place drinking glasses or snack dishes. It also complements a framed, glass-top coffee table I built for the owners of the house. The bench's apparent simpl icity is deceptive. Contoured front and back rails reinforced with concealed metal brackets support a suspended seat made from contoured, laminated slats. The legs cant inwar at the bottom, giving a visual lift to dle bench, but this requires joining the legs to the aprons at an angle. These joints are not difficult to cut, dl0Ugh, if you lay them out carefully.
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Bench design- l always make sketches to help sort out my ideas. Once have a good sense of the piece, I usually make dimen sioned scale drawings, along with full-size renderings of complex jointS and other details. These drawings are needed to make this bench, but more importantly, they give me a better feel at this stage of whether or not my idea will "work." Finally, I build full scale models from wood, cardboard and other scrap materials so I can study the design from a variety of angles and refine my ideas. Three- limensional models also give me a way to test the bench for comfort and to resolve construction details. I knew from my sketches that a framed, slatted seat would work well visually, but I
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boatbuilders in the cool maritime climate of Puget Sound. Alterna tive glues, such as resorcinol or those with a u rea-formaldehyde base, would also be suitable. I glue up the two end sections first and then lay them aside while I glue the seat joists to the front and rear seat stringers. Lastly, I glue these tllree sections together, along with the three back spreaders and the lower spreader that connects the front legs. Having an assistant available can help the assembly and glue-up go smoothly and quickly in a single stage. I use a rag soaked with acetone to clean away any excess glue be fore it has a chance to set up. Finally, I fasten the seat slats to the joists witll countersunk, 2-in. , square-drive # 1 0 bronze screws. I sand the bench once more, this time with 1 50 grit, to remove any remaining defects and to clean the surface in preparation for applying the finish. Two coats of 1 : 1 mix of Daly's Sea Fin Teak Oil (Daly's Inc., 3525 Stone Way N., Seattle, Wash. 98103; 206-633-4200) and Flecto Exterior Varathane (The Flecto Co., Flecto International Ltd., Box 1 2955, Oakland, Calif. 94604; 41 5-655-2470) varnish are applied. The mixture seals more quickly and more thoroughly than oil by itself. The finish doesn't prevent the bench from weatll ering to a natural gray color, but it does help prevent checking and warpage as the bench adjusts to its outdoor environment. To install the bench in its permanent location, drill V2-in. holes 5 in. deep in the center of the bottom of dle legs. Drive in V2-in.-dia. by l O-in.-Iong galvanized hex-head bolts and set them into wet concrete pads. The bench is elevated approximately 1 in. above the concrete, to keep the legs as dl)' as possible and to prevent moisture absorption by the endgrain of the legs.
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John Goertzel is a woodworker and builder. He lil 'es on Whidbey Island, His company, Thresbold Construction, specializes in passiv e solar structures. Su.e Ellen White-Ha is a freelance jour nalist and coautbor of this article. Sbe also lives on Whidbey Island.
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by Thomas Hughes needed to determine the most comfortable shape. To do thiS, I bandsawed different profiles from o/.i-in. particleboard and set them on improvised pedestals so I could sit on them. Then, I kept modifying the shapes until one felt good. Next, I made a full-size end-view drawing of the bench seat to help determine how the front and rear rails should be shaped so they blend smoodlly with the contoured slats (see figure 2 on the facing page). I wanted the slats to be as thin as possible so the bench would appear light and the seat would give a little when a person sat down. I decided %-in.-thick slats would be best, but this creates a structural problem in attaching the slats to the rails. Dovetails work, but appear too busy for my taste. I decided to use metal brackets: one end fitting into a mortised slot in the rails; the other end screwed to the bottom side of the slat. This solution enhances the feeling of lightness, because there's a Va-in. gap between the slats and the rails. The seat appears to be free-floating. This arrangement also increases dle "springy" feel and adds to the bench's comfOrt. I use 4-in.-wide stiles at both ends of the seat frame and an off center middle stile, as shown in figure 3 on p. 58. The middle stile, the focal point of the bench, is made from a highly figured piece of walnut bordered with sapwood. By cutting the walnut into two pieces separated by a curved, tapering gap with the sapwood orient ed toward the outer edges of the stile, interest was added. I left each outside edge irregularly shaped, as I had found it after re moving the bark. Aside from design conSiderations, this two-piece



The author's 7-ft. -long walnut viewing bench will accommodate three people. Hughes designed the bench for a beachfront home over looking the Pacific Ocean in Arch Cape, Oreg. The bench's slatted, contoured surface makes for comfortable seating. Gap,



Fig_ 2 : Cross section of seat
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in., between rails and end of seat slats
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Metal bracket, (see Fig. detail)



contou eat slats are lami from four ¥.u-in.-thick pieces.



Two flat-head screws, #5, fasten brackets to seat slats.
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Scale: 1 square 1 in.
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Mortise, in. deep, for metal bracket



Shape cross section of rails on tablesaw.



stile is useful as a convenient, built-in table surface.



their final size. I also rough out the apron tenons on the tablesaw,



The front and back aprons are tenoned into the leg tops. Screws



but because the shoulders here are angled, I cut them by hand



counterbored up through the aprons fasten to the underside of the



using a Japanese Kaisoku Noko saw (Grizzly Imports Inc., Box 2069,



bench seat. The I-shape leg-stretcher assembly is also tenoned into



Bellingham, Wash. 98227; 206-647-0801 or 2406 Reach Road, Wil



the legs. \XIhile experimenting with my full-scale model, I discovered



liamsport, Penn. 1 7701 ; 7 1 7-326-3806). I then clean up the apron



that I liked the appearance of the legs canted slightly inward from



tenons and shoulders with a chisel. I prefer the Japanese saw over



each side at the bottom, as shown in figure 3 on the next page and



a backsaw, because the Japanese saw cuts on the pull stroke, which



in the photo above. These odd angles complicate layout and cut. ting, so I make full-size patterns for the canted parts.



I



find more accurate and easier to control. After drilling and counterboring holes in the aprons for screws



that I'll use later to fasten the frame to the bench seat, I dry-clamp



Construction- I start by building the lower frame, then do the



everything together to check the fit of the frame members. I make



seat. I pay particular attention to setting up my power tools and



any necessary final adjustments and then reassemble and glue with



building special fixtures for odd-angle cuts. The old adage "mea



Titebond. Now I'm ready to work on the bench seat.



sure twice, cut once" is good advice here.



I make the frame for the seat first. The mortises and tenons are



I rough-cut stock for the legs to length and then square it up.



cut in the rails and stiles as described above. To cut the tenons in



The top and bottom of the legs are cut at a 6° angle, to allow for



the irregularly shaped middle stile pieces, however, I screw both



the leg cant. In addition, the tops need to be trimmed to match the



stile sections to a squared-up piece of %-in. particleboard. The



contoured shape of the underside of the seat frame's front and



screws run up through the particleboard and into the underside of



back rails. I transfer the angles for tl1ese onto the ends of the legs



the stiles. (Even though these screw holes don't show, I still fill



directly from my full-scale drawing before cutting them on my tao.



and sand them later.) After aligning stiles on the particleboard to



blesaw. I also mark the orientation of each leg, to avoid confusion.



replicate the way they will fit in the frame, I use the square parti



I use the full-scale drawing again to mark the location of the



cleboard edges as reference surfaces for cutting the tenons.



mortises on the legs where the aprons and leg stretchers will be



I'll later make and install metal brackets to support the floating



joined. To account for the leg cant, I tilt the drill-press table 6°



seat slats. These brackets will fit into mortised slots in the front



before roughing out the mortises with a %-in. brad-point drill bit.



and rear rails. I rout these slots next, while the stock for the rails is



The leg stretchers are joined to the legs at 90°, but are skewed 6°



still square. The mortise locations are taken directly from the full



from the leg vertical, so I return the drill-press table to its horizon



size drawing; the top, inside edge of each rail is used as a reference,



tal position before roughing out tl1ese mortises. I pare the mortise



because this edge will not be affected later, when the rails are



walls and square the ends with a chisel.



shaped. The mortises are cut with a plunge router with a Ys-in.



Next, I cut stock for the aprons and stretchers to length and



straight bit (available from Wisconsin Knife Works, 2710 Prairie



square it up. The tenons are easily laid out directly from the full



Ave., Beloit, Wisc. 535 1 1 ; 800-225-5959 or 608-365-9581 in Wisconsin;



scale drawing. I cut the shoulders on the tablesaw and then switch



catalog #60006), using the shopmade mortising jig as shown in



to a dado blade to remove the waste from the tenon cheeks, cutting



figure 4 on the next page.



shy of the intended depth. I use my router with a Y2-in. dado clean-out bit (Carbide Saw



&



To contour the length of the front and rear rails, I transfer the



Tool Co. Inc., 2337 E. Burnside, Port



profile of the rails from the drawing to the ends of the rail stock.



land, Oreg. 972 1 4 ; 800-777-7798) to bring the tenon cheeks to



The back rail requires only two angled rip cuts on the tablesaw:



Drawings:



lee



Hov
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Fig.



3:



Viewing-bench construction



:=�;�;���;�i���i � :li�;:



Shape front and rear rails (as shown in Fig. 2) from stock dressed to 1 'h in. thickness ' �



"'



�



�



Seat slats are equispaced: eight to the right of the middle stile; 17 to the left.



Overall dimensions of seat are 1Y8x2 1'Ax83.



�



�� ;;?:-:i(:; ::=



Angle legs and apro n.s to fit s/ope of front and rear rai, : � ����:



%



��



2% Bracket detail



Rear bracket



Stretcher offset from centerline of leg by 6°.



Steel brackets are in. thick.



�



Front bracket



All joints are mortised and tapered.



Fig.



4:



Plunge router



Seat-bracket mortising jig



End stops: Position for 1-in.-wide mortise.



""::::::=----_--=:;;;-...:::�



End stop



Fence



--"ffo-\\--



Top surface of rails sits flush against bottom fence.



Bottom fence



Front or rear rail to be mortised



Mark center of mortise to align rail to jig.



The first cut shapes the bottom of the rail; the second shapes its



Both the seat-frame and lower-frame assembly are sanded and lac



rear edge. A jointer plane can do the job just as well. The front rail



quered next. I use 80 through 320 grit on the contoured surfaces and



is a bit more involved. With my tablesaw blade set at 1 6° (from



120 through 320 grit on the flat surfaces. I apply two coats of lacquer



vertical), I make a rip cut to remove most of the waste from the



sanding sealer (available from Imperial Paint Co., 2526



top surface of the rail. Then, using a %-in.-wide dado blade, I rip



Portland, Oreg. 972 10-1895; 503-228-0207), rubbing with 00 steel



along the underside of the rail to rough out its shape. The first



wool after each application. Finally; I apply two coats of semigloss



pass is the deepest cut, extending just shy of what will be the rail's



lacquer. Each of these coats is rubbed down with 0000 steel wool.



N.W



Yeon St.,



inside, bottom edge. The next pass, adjacent to the first, is made a



The brackets connecting the slats to the rails are made from



bit shallower, but again, shy of the profile line drawn on the end



1 x 1 x 1 %-in. mild bar steel. I buy mine cut, drilled, bent and filed



of the rail stock. I continue in this way until I 've completely carved



smooth at a machine shop for about $ 1 50. Each bracket has two



out, in rough form, the concave shape on the stile's bottom surface. I



%2-in. holes dril led and countersunk for # 5 % - i n . flat-head



use an old wooden jack plane (the sole and blade made convex to



screws. After masking the ends of the brackets, which will later be



a 5-in. radius), a belt sander and hand-sanding to refine the shape



inserted in the mortises, I prime them with Rustoleum spray prim



and smooth the surface to its final form. I use Titebond glue when



er and finish them with a coat of flat-black Rustoleum spray paint



assembling the stiles and rails to form the seat frame.



(available at local hardware stores). When the brackets are dry, I
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cement the brackets in the mortised rails with epoxy resin. Be sure



are then placed back into the form, which I use as a kind of sled to



to use only a moderate amount of epm..')' , because squeeze-out can



cut the slats to length on the tablesaw. To complete the slats, I



ruin the lacquer fi nish. If I do get some squeeze-out, I clean it up



hand-sand them with 80 through 320 grit, gently rounding their



immediately with flat toothpicks.



edges, and finally apply three coats of Watco Natural Oil. I rub the



At this pOint, I 'm ready to make the contoured slats for the seat. These can be steam-bent from solid stock, but I decided



to



make



slats down with 0000 steel wool after each coat. The last step entails fastening the slats to the metal brackets with screws and assem



mine by laminating four %z-i n.-thick strips. I start by rip-cutting



bling the seat to the frame with screws that go up through the



3j16- i n . -thick slats on the tablesaw from 1 %-in . -wide srock. I



front and rear aprons and into the underside of the seat rails.



0 by Bim Burton



plane the slats to their final 3/32-in. thickness. I use a shopmade form to glue four slats together, again using Titebond glue. After jointing one edge, I rip the slats to width on the tablesaw. The slats



Tom Hughes lives in Arch Cape, Oreg, and specializes in designing and building custom jurnitUl-e.



Art-nouveau garden bench Art nouveau, with its flamboyant, free-flowing curves, was the rage



quick to assemble and add a decorative touch. The shape of the



at the turn of the century. The briefly popular style leaned heavily



slatted back is the result of a freehand sketch. Each slat is wedged



on nature for much of its inspiration, so it was natural that the



between the two rear seat planks and screwed to the bottom rail. I



Chelsea Flower Show, England's most prestigious horticultural



drilled a hole near the top of each slat and threaded yacht rope



to



event, would celebrate its 75th ann iversary by trying to re-create a



through. The rope is knotted between each slat



spirit of the era. I was invited to design and build a garden bench



and provide stability, but it also allows for a little "give" to the



fix the spacing



for the show that would echo this theme. My oak bench, shown



backrest, adding to the bench's comfort. The bench has armrests,



below, is large enough to seat two people. Its slatted construction



but they are not structurally necessary, so can be added on or not



makes for an open, airy appearance, and the effect is accentuated



according to one's personal taste. After sanding, I finish the bench



by the interplay of light with the line and structure of the bench.



with several coats of exterior varnish.



0



Although the bench is ruggedly constructed, I avoided complex joinery in building it. I used butt joints and countersunk screws throughout to secure all the bench's parts. Screws make the bench



Bim Burton designs and makesjurniture at Workshop 1 19 in Lon don, England.



" This distinctive bench was especially built for display at the 1988 Chelsea Flower Show in London, England. The bench's lines, reminis cent of styles popular at the turn of the century, would make the bench a bright spot in any garden or yard.
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way



Plate-joinery machines offer furnituremakers and cabinetmakers a fast and accurate ofjoining wood together. The plate joiners above, from left to right, are the Virutex 0-81, Freud jS 1 00, Porter-Cable Model 555 and Elu jointer/Spliner 3380.



Plate Joiners Comparing eight portable slot-cutting machines by Allan Smith



A



newcomer to the field of woodworking techniques, plate



some of the machines are easier to use tilan otilers. Also, there are



joinery has won wide acceptance among American cabinet



special features that can make one machine more useful than another



makers. It is especially useful in small cabinet shops that



for particular applications, including operations other tiun plate



I



lack sophisticated joinery equipment, like multispindle horizontal



joinery. Before



boring machines or computer-controlled mortisers. A plate joint is



chines, let's look more closely at how plate joints are made, how a



a species of spline or "floating tenon" joint: Slots are cut in both



plate joiner is constructed and the features that distinguish various



pieces



to As



be joined, and precut plates or "biscuits" of compressed



discuss my observations about tile individual ma



models. A chart summarizing tile eight models is on p. 64.



wood are glued into the slots. Plate joints let you bypass much of



to



the layout work and cutting operations associated with traditional



How plate joinery works -The first step



joints, such as dovetails, dowels and rabbets/grooves. They are fast,



is to accurately cut mating slots in the rwo pieces of wood to be



creating a plate joint



accurate and safe to produce, and they are suitable for all types of



joined. Butt the rwo pieces together and strike a short pencil line



wood and wood-base materials, such as plywood and particle



on the face of the pieces across tile joint to mark the location of



board.



each slot. Generally, a biscuit will be inserted every couple of



in the case of dowel joints, parts can be cut to final size



to



prior to joining, but the slots for plates are easier to locate and



inches along the joint. Next, tile depth adjustment is set



more forgiving than dowel holes. Three different sizes of biscuits



the slot, generally in tile middle of tile edge. The pieces to be



are available for use in stock of different widths and thicknesses.



joined are separated and the center mark on the plate joiner is



The speed and convenience of plate joinery is due to a special



locate



aligned witil a pencil line. The machine is turned on and pushed



machine called a plate joiner. The machine is basically a plunge



into the wood to cut a slot. The operation is repeated until slots



cutting circular saw with a guide for referencing the blade to the



are cut at each pencil line. Glue is put into the slots, and a biscuit



stock and with built-in stops, which set the cut to the correct depth



is inserted into one side of each mating pair. The biscuits are die



for biscuits. Although all plate joiners cut slots in a similar fashion,



cut from compressed wood and should fit snugly into the slots



there are differences berween various makes and models worth



(provided they are kept dty)' When the joint is clamped, moisture



considering before buying. To date, there are eight different



from the water-base white or yellow glue causes tile compressed



machines on the market, shown above and at the top of the facing



fibers of the biscuit to expand, resulting in a joint that's remarkably



page, manufactu red by six different manufacturers: Virutex, Freud,



strong. Although a plate joint registers the pieces to be joined par



Porter-Cable, Elu, Kaiser, Lamello. I tried these machines for six



allel to tile biscuit surfaces, tile slots are slightly longer tilan the



months in my shop in New Jersey, where I build custom cabinets



biscuits and allow the joint to be shifted a bit along its length 



and furniture. While all the machines cut slots well, I found that



about
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'16



i n . in either direction.



Plate joiners are plunge-cutting circular saws that create slots for football-shape biscuits, glued into the slots like splines. The machines above, from left to right, are the Kaiser Mini 3-D and the Lamello Junior, Standard and Top 1 0.



While case construction i s perhaps its primary use, a plate joiner



will be difficult or jerky. The return springs, too, should provide just



is very versatile and can be used in making panels and frames, or



the right amount of pull, so the blade is retracted quickly but you



for cutting grooves. You can use biscuits to join boards along their



don't have to fight the spring during plunging.



edges, say for a tabletop, as shown in the photo below, right, or



gui



you can join a leg and apron or rail and stile with biscuit-rein



Fences and



forced butt joints or miters. Partitions or shelves can be joined to



able fences that attach to the machine's faceplate. With the fence



des -Most plate joiners have adjustable, remov



cases by cutting slots for biscuits in the face of one panel and on



held down on the face of the stock, both dle angle of the machine



dle edge of anodler. In each case, the slots should be spaced evenly



and the placement of the slot on the stock's edge are determined.



along the jOint; use as many as needed for strengdl and alignment



Adjusting the fence's height, relative to the blade, al lows the slot to



of the joint. Sometimes two plates are used side by side, to give



be centered on an edge, or placed as desired. Most machines have



more strength when joining heavy stock, say 8/4 or thicker. For



tracks or guides to keep the fence parallel to the blade while its



other plate-joinery applications, check your machine's manual and



height is adjusted, so that slots will also be parallel. The Lamello



use your imagination.



Top 10 and Kaiser Mini 3-D were the only machines I tried that



Like all other joining methods, plate joinery has its limitations: It



had tracks machined accurately enough to allow setting the fence



cannot be used effectively on very small or very large parts, anq it has no decorative value. Because slots allow some side-to-side shifting, a plate joint won't align parts perfectly along the joint the way dovetails or dowels will. A plate joiner is probably one of the safest power tools in the shop. But, its whirling blade still deserves respect, and you should observe a few rules for safe plate joining: Never attempt to cut a slot in a small piece that's hand-held or can't be firmly clamped down, to prevent the plunging blade from grabbing and hurling it. Manufacturers recommend you always keep your hands behind the blade area when plunging, but many craftsmen prefer to press down on the fence, to stabilize the machine - a practice I 've found safe because your hand is still away from the cutting edge. When plunge-cutting, a plate joiner can send a cloud of particles through its dust chute with considerable force, so keep your face away from the chute area and always wear safety goggles. Also, if you work for a long period of time, you should wear a dust mask or fit dle machine with a vacuum hose. Most plate joiners are very loud-an unpleasant reminder to wear earplugs or earmuffs.



Plate-joiner construction-On most plate joiners, the blade, ar bor and motor are mounted on a moving carriage that rides in the machine's baseplate. Pushing on the plate joiner's body and/or handle plunges the blade through dle faceplate, which is part of the base, and into the workpiece. After the slot is cut, a spring retracts the blade behind the faceplate, out of harm's way. To plunge smoodlly and accurately, dle fit between carriage and base plate must be precise: If dle fit is too loose, the blade may make a sloppy cut, resulting in too large a slot; if dle fit is too tight, plunging



The author uses the Lamello Top 10 machine to cut the slots for a simple edge-to-edge joint, such would be used to join the boards for a wide tabletop. The adjustable-angle fence on the Top l O is locked down so the face Of the machine contacts the edge of the board squarely. Pencil lines on the board, which mark where the slots will be cut, are aligned to a centerline on the plate joiner's fence.



as
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make an angled wedge to shim the standard fence to the angle you need. Be ides the standard fence, the Elu and the Kaiser come with edge guide ' for aligning slot cut



or grooves on a surface



parallel to the edge -very handy for panel work. Most plate joiners use some kind of device to keep the machine from shifting out of position due to the force of the blade entering the workpiece. Among the machines I tried, most have a pair of spring-loaded steel points that retract into the faceplate when it'S pressed against d1e work.



ome plate joiners allow points to be



removed if the machine is used to cut continuous grooves. The Lamello Top 10 has a pair of rubber bumpers in lieu of pOintS, but d1ese aren't removable and I didn't find them any more effective d1an steel points. I found the best anti-slip feature on me Kai er's faceplate, which has a ribbed-rubber covering that's very effective in preventing slipping, though it can't be removed for grooving operation . The Elu model I tried had no anti-slip feature, but I did nOt find d1i to be a problem during slot-cutting. Elu's newest models feature removable steel pOints.



Motor and blade -The universal motors used in plate joiners The adjustable fence on the Porter-Cable Model 555 flips over and positions the machine for cutting slots on a mitered panel's edge. Its 'D' handle design distinguishes it from other plate jOiners, which must be grasped by the motor housing for plunge-cutting slots.



range in rated amperage from 4.6 amps to 6.7 amps (manufacwrers don't rate them for horsepower output). Generally, the more-ex pensive machines come with more-powerful motors, but all d1e machines are adequately powered. Cuts in hard maple caused all d1e machines to slow, but the Kaiser and Lamello Top 10 slowed the least. The Porter-Cable and the Lamello Junior slowed down d1e most, but not enough to cause any problems. Most plate joiners have the motor mounted horizontally and transfer the power to the blade via beveled gears. While this may be mechanically effiCient, it seem



to make the machine ' very



noisy. Surprisingly, the least-expensive machine in the review, the Porter-Cable, was by far d1e qu ietest, probably because its vertically mounted motor drives the blade wid1 a belt instead of gears. Most of the blades on the machines are 6-tooth carbide blades approximately 4 in. in diameter, except the Elu, which sports a 1 2tooth blade. Ald10ugh blade designs varied, all cut smoothly. For grooving or trim work in veneers or plywoods, Elu offers an op tional 30-tooth blade. Blade change requires partial disassembly of the carriage and baseplate on all plate joiners, and most use a pair



The stepped depth-stop on the Lamello Standard quickly sets to three positions that adjust the machine's depth of cut to make slots for different-size plate-jOinery biscuits. Similar depth stops are found on most other models.



of wrenches to loosen the bolt that locks the blade. In contrast, the Lamello Top 10 and Kaiser machines both incorporate blade locks, to make blade changes, however infrequent, easier.



squarely without having to use a try square or painstakingly measure



Depth adjustment-The depth a plate joiner'S blade plunges can be et anywhere from 0 in. to about % in., and mo t machines



fence-to-blade distance. Most machine have hand screws or levers



have built-in StOPS for d1e three standard biscuit sizes: #0, # 1 0 and



for locking the fences and for keeping the fence from moving during



#20. Depth of cut is set by turning a th readed stop rod convenient



slot-cutting. The Lamello



tandard, however, relies on two Phill ips



ly located on mo t machines on the base asiCie the motor. Most of



head crews for securing its fence, which is somewhat inconvenient.



the machines have three stOps, making it ea y to change over from



In lieu of a fence, plate joiners can also be used by laying both



one biscuit size to anod1er without fine-tuning the depth of cut.



the machine and stock flat on the bench, for plunging. The Elu,



The exceptions are d1e Elu and d1e Lamello Junior. When setting



which lacks a front fence, must be used thiS way for edge-cutting



the Lamello Junior, d1e adjustrl'lent rod must be screwed in or out



slots. Most fences are reversible, the flip side allowing slotting on



and the depth of blade plunge measured. This makes changing



45° edges, for mitered frames or panels. To locate the plate on a



from one biscuit size to another a matter of carefu l mea u rement



mitered edge, the fences on mo t machines reference to the inside



or trial and error- a real hassle. The Elu's depd1 adjuster is slightly



edge of the miter. In contrast, d1e fences on the Elu and Porter



better, because it has a depth-of-cut scale calibrated in millimeters,



Cable reference to the miter's outside edge, so even if the pieces



but it has no markings to indicate plate sizes. The machines with



are of slightly different thicknesses, the tips of the finished miter



stepped stops allow the depth of cut to be fine-tuned wid1 a lock



will align. The Lamello Top 10 and Junior al low the miter to be



ing collar on the stop rod.



referenced from either side of a mitered edge. In addition to 45° fences, the Lamello Top 10 and Standard and the Kaiser machines



Handles and switches - Most plate Jotners ar



have fences that set at any angle from 0° to 90°, for plate joining



held by the "barrel," or mOtor housing, and a handle on top dur



odd-angle pieces. On machines wid10ut this feature, you mu t



ing use. But twO of d1e machines, the Porter-Cable and the Elu, are
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designed to be



designed to be held differently: The Porter-Cable has a "D" handle with a trigger switch; the Elu works on an altogether-different prin ciple from the other plate jOiners-pivoting the blade into the work rather than plunging-and hence has a different grip. Switches may be found on the top, side or rear of the motor housing, depending on the machine. I found it easy to get used to switching any of the machines on or off. The Virutex features a rubber switch cover, to keep dust from fouling the switch's electrical contacts. Most of the machines have locking switches, so you don't have to keep your finger on the switd1 during the cut. The excep tions to this are the switches on d1e Porter-Cable and the Elu, both requiring constant pressure. This can get tediOUS, but can add to d1e machine's safety: 111e motor switches off when the operator lets go. Accessories - Standard accessories for p late j o i ners usually include wrenches for changing the blade, lubricating oil to keep the carriage sliding smoothly and an assortment of biscuits. All d1e models come with carrying cases (d1e Lamello Junior's is cardboard), which can be very handy if you do on-site work. Vacuum hoses are available for all the models (except the Freud and Porter-Cable). These attachments are especially great for left-handers, who stand on the dust-chute side of d1e machine while running it. An accessory I consider indispensable is Lamello's glue applica tor: It's a glue bottle with a tip d1at fits into plate slots and applies glue to both sides at once. It works well in positions that would be awkward reach with an ordinary glue bottle. Several companies, most notably Lamello, manufacture a variety of tools for install i ng special hinges and knock-down fittings, which fit into the slots cut by all plate joiners.



The unusual design and pivoting-blade actiOn of the Elu 3380 allows it to do more than just cut slots for biscuits: It plows grooves and does panel cutting, trim and cut-Off work as well. Above, the author uses the Elu with a scrapwood fence to cut biscuit slots across a plywood·panel so it can be joined to a partition.



to



Lam



ello Top 10, Standard and Junior- The Swiss-made Lamello was the first plate joiner i ntroduced into the United States, and i n some ways, Lamello has set the standards for the field. Their Top 10 recently replaced the "Top" as Lamello's best and highest-price model. It is an e>"'tremely well-made machine. The Top lO's powerful motor and blade unit slide on precisely machined runners �ith absolutely no play, and the firm-yet-not-too-strong spring tension makes plunging it a pleasure. The machine's adjustable-angle fence is calibrated from 0° to 90°, which makes cutting odd m iters a breeze. The fence has a quick-set pOSition that automatically cen ters slots in %-in. stock, and a clip-on plastic fence plate, which is provided, will center slots in \l2 -in. stock. The detachable, standard fence adjusts for height on an accurately machined track, and my only complaint is that the height scale on the fence is marked i n \Is-in. increments- too coarse for precise positioning. Optional accessories for the Top 10 include special defect-patching attach ments, designed cut out surface defects and replace them with football-shape patches, available in a selection of woods. Also, there's a stand for turning your portable machine into a stationary tool. Lamello's Standard and Junior models exhibit the same high quality construction as d1e Top 10, but lack some of its features. The tandard has an adjustable-angle fence, but it's uncalibrated except for a 45° mark, and its adjustable-height fence lacks the guides found on the Top 10. The Junior has no adjustable-angle fence, and I found the tracks that the fence rides on didn't keep the fence parallel to the blade when I adjusted its height. The Junior's greatest shortcoming is d1at its depth adjuster makes no provision for easy shifting from one size plate to anod1er, as discussed earlier.



to



Elu JointerlSpliner 3380- Distributed in the United States by Black Decker, the German-made Elu is a high-quality machine d1at is so distinct in design d1at comparing it to other plate joiners is a bit like comparing apples to oranges. The machine's pivoting



Unlike most plate joiners, the Kaiser Mini 3-D has two separate fences: The one shown being adjusted pivots out from the face and adjusts to any angle for Odd-angle miter joinery. The other fence, on the bench behind the machine, does only regUlar 45 ° and 90° joints. slides up and down, for adjustment, in two vertical holes just behind the Kaiser's ribbed-rubber anti-slip face.



It



carriage is designed to allow the unit not only to cut slots, but to plow continuous grooves and to work as a small panel saw, wid1 a maximum depd1 of cut of about % in. Standard equipment with the Elu includes an edge guide and a 45° fence with rods that slide into d1e faceplate. mentioned ear lier, having to screw and unscrew the depth adjuster to change between plates sizes is inconvenient. 111e Elu doesn't have a front fence for doing regular slot cutting i n square-edge stock; the mad1ine's base and the stock must b e laid on a flat surface for edge slotting. Instead, the Elu features a fine-adjust ment screw d1at allows the blade to be raised or lowered relative to the base. By setting d1e blade height, d1e slot centered on the edge of \l2 -in.- to 1 �-in.-d1ick stock. Overall, I found d1e Elu some what less convenient than the other machines for general-purpose plate joinety. However, for the purpose of making grooves or panel sawing and cut-off work, no other machine is so versatile.
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Mini



Kaiser 3-D-This machine is based on a disc grinder manu factured by AEG in Germany, to which a moving carriage base and
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Plate-joiners



Black Decker 1 0 N. Park Drive Hunt Valley, MD



90°/45°



7.9



Freud Feld Ave. Highpoint, NC



90°/45°



6.2



Elu Jointer/Spliner 3380



&



218



List price



Motor amps



21030 $485 5.0 27264 $285 5.0



Kaiser Mini 3-D



W.S. Jenks and Son 1 933 Montana Ave. N.E. Washington, D.C.



5.7



0° 90" 6.4



Lamello Top 10



Colonial Saw Pembroke St. Box A Kingston, MA



6.4



0° 90° 6.8



20002 $559 100 $639 02364 $489 $369 2468 38302 $270 45 07304 $305 20% 45% Colonial Saw



Lamello Standard



Colonial Saw



Lamello Junior Porter-Cable Model 555 Virutex 0-81



*



Weight (lbs)



Distributor



Freud JS 1 00



*



Fence settings



Manufacturer Model number



to Adjustable



to Adjustable



4.6 0° goo 6.6 4.6 90°/45° 6.1 to Adjustable



Accessories Standard, Optional



Metal case, edge guide, tools



3va0c-utomthadvaepnter anbldadhosee , vdeacfeuctm-paatdcahpiendtegreaatnraidcmhhmemoseern, t, shtoasteio,ngluryesbtoat dle, v u



Switchlock! blade lock



No/No



Anti-slip feature



Steel points, detachable



Plastic carrying case and tools



Yes/No



Steel points



Metal case, edge guide, tools ,



Yes/Yes



Ribbed rubber



YeslYes



Rubber bumpers



except



Yes/No



Steel points



Same as Top 1 0, except cardboard case



Yes/No



Steel points



Wood case ,



Same as Top plastic case



10,



Porter-Cable Box Jackson, TN



5.0



goo/45°



6.1



Metal case and tools



No/No



Steel points



Holz Machinery Hal laday St. Jersey City, NJ



5.0



90°/45°



6.5



Plastic case and tools ,



Yes/No



Steel points



Street prices are tYPically



to



vacu m h o s e



lower



slot-cutting blade have been added. The AEG motor is of high



not a sign ificant disadvantage. The Freud's fence is practically iden



quality, and the sliding action of the carriage is equivalent to that



tical to the Virutex, except it uses opposing thumbscrews to lock



of the Lamello machines. Blade change is particularly convenient



the fence height. There's more play in the Freud carriage tlun on



on the Kaiser. The machine comes with a standard fence, reversible



any other machines



for 45° miter work, and an edge guide for making slots on a panel



on the first machine



up to 10 in. from the edge. Both the anodized-aluminum fence and



oversize. This blade wobble also seemed to make the blade more



edge guide mount on posts that slide in holes running through the



apt to grab the workpiece during plunging. Fortunately, a second



1I



reviewed, and the blade had enough runout tried that the slots it produced were



YI28



in.



machine's face. The pOSts keep the fence parallel to the blade and



machine I tried didn't have this problem. Overal l, the Freud per



thumbscrews lock it positively. The face of the Kaiser has a separate



formed adequately, and it's one of the lowest-price plate joiners



adjustable-angle fence, shown in the lower photo on the previous



on the market.



page, that p ivots out for odd-angle miter work. This pivot system works well, but there's a small amount of play in the locking mechan



Porter-Cable Model SSS - Except for the Elu, the American-made



ism, and the small fence itself felt a bit delicate. My only other



Porter-Cable is the only plate joiner that departs from tl1e standard



complaint about the Kaiser is that fine adjustment of the depth of



horizontal-motor design pioneered by Lamello and adopted by all



as



it requires partial disassembly of the



the other companies. The Porrer-Cable's motor is mounted verti



spoke to the manufacturer's representative about



cally, and the different type of drive mechanism associated with



this, he assured me that the depth of cut is supposed to be correctly



this arrangement no doubt accounts for tl1e quietness of the ma



cut is e}.'tremely inconvenient, machine. When



1



set at the factory and that fine-tuning should be rarely necessary.



0-81-



chine. Those who have used tools witl1 "D" handles, such as those found on most hand-held circular saws, will probably find this ma



The Spanish-made Virutex is a medium-price ma



chine more comfortable to hold than any of the other machines.



chine that's very similar in construction and features to the Freud



The handle was, however, awkward to grip when the machine was



VinItex



and Lamello junior. The fence on the Virutex is cast metal and has



used vertically, say for cutting slots in the face of a panel resting



a 45° wedge on one side for guiding slot cuts on miters. The Viru



on the benchtop.



tex's fence locks with levers, which are easier to lock than many of



The Porter-Cable I tried included a reversible fence for 90° and



tl1e plastic knobs found on other machines. The sliding action of



45° work, but it lacked tracks for fence alignment, and the two



the carriage is not as smooth as on the Lamello machines- there is



small plastic knobs used to lock the fence were nearly impossible



a small amount of play-but it is adequate for accurate slotting. The



to tighten by hand. Since



Virutex's main shortcoming is the inadequacy of the tracks for



remedied both of these shortcomings by adding u'acks and larger



keeping the fence parallel to the blade, which makes setting the



knobs to the fence.



fence somewhat tedious. The Virutex is a decent-quality machine,



I like tl1e plunging action of tl1e machine better with one of the two



considering its price is in the low half of the field.



springs detached. Despite tl1ese few peeves,



Freud JS



100-



11



conducted this review, Porter-Cable has



feel the carriage's return springs are too strong;



I



think the Porter-Cable



is a good value, especially considering it's the lowest-price plate The Freud plate joiner is made in Spain and comes



joiner on the market.



Similarly equipped to the Virutex, but sells for less money. It has a smaller base and fence than any of the other machines, but this is
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Allan Smitb builds custom filmiture in Hopewell, Nj.



0



Laying Out Compound Joints Getting an angle on splayed sides by Graham Blackburn



rojects involving angled joinery are not difficult: The main challenge is determining tile compound-angle cuts needed to join splayed sides. The true shapes and complex angles of even the simplest projects aren't easy to visualize and can't be measured directly from tile usual plan drawings showing top, front and side views. You can always look up angles in a reference book, but learning how to work tilem out will give you tile confidence to attack sophisticated projects you never thought possible. There are many occasi ns when splayed joinery is desirable and some cases where it's unavoidable. Thin crown molding for cor nices, for example, is designed to fasten at an angle and requ ires splayed joinery in corners or wherever the moldi ng changes direc tion. Elegant "poche-vides," the unenclosed drawers hung beneath small worktables, are invariably made with splayed sides. And the design of knife trays, hoppers, troughs, flower boxes, planters and innumerable other articles can be enhanced wim sloped sides. Here I ' l l explain the graphical procedure I use to lay out simple or housed butt joints and splayed (or compound) miter joints. The method works equally well for splayed dovetail joints. It applies to special cases where, for example, different thickness wood is us'ed for the sides and ends, or where the splay angle of the sides and ends are different- cases where references are annoyingly incom plete or not applicable. You will need to refresh your skills in representing three-dimensional objects in two dimensions, but no special tools, apart from a compass, protractor and straightedges, are required. An electron ic calculator with the geometric functions might be helpful in some cases, but it's not essential. One word of caution: It's important to make your drawings ac curate, because the accumulation of small measurement errors will lead to sloppy joints. This is particularly true for angle mea surements, where errors are magnified: A small error in the 45° miter joint between two Y4-in.-wide pieces of wood may be negli gible, but the same error in joining two l -in.-wide pieces can be a disaster. To m i ni mize the errors, I recommend making all your drawings full-scale, and even larger when practical.



P



Splayed butt or miter joints - I'll use the simple knife box shown in figure 1 at right to explain the layout procedure developed in figure 2 on the next page. All of the tray's sides are splayed at the same angle and made from the same tilickness wood. Also, no actual dimensions or angles are given. I haven't provided this information, because the method works equally well for any set of measure ments or angles, and me simplification helps make the memod easier to understand. The method is exactly the same for butt and miter joints, so I 'll describe the procedure for the butt joint ( see figure 2A), but I'll also show the result for m itered construction with equally and unequally splayed sides (see figures 2B and 2C).



Drawings: Roland WoLf



The corners of the knife tray, above, are compound miters. By drawing, you can determine the cutting angles for the miter. The first step is to draw the top, end and side views.



�I I '\.1



Side view



tL L -- --9Z: =P



I I



�I II



//



� II I 1 I



II



Top view



I



End view



- -�-:" ==�......



For projects requiring only right-angle joinery, the top, front and side views give you all me information you need. This is not so when angled joints are used. For example, none of the three views shown in figure 1 , taken individually or as a set, provides either a direct measurement of tile angle between me tray's sides and ends or tileir true shapes. This is because the two-dimensional representation distorts the true shape of tile sides: What you see is only a projection of the true shape on the plane of tile drawing paper. You need to imagine the ends and sides as if they were laid flat, so when looked at from above, the true shape may be seen and measured.



Begin with the ends -The angle of the top and bottom bevels of the ends can be measured directly, because the si Ie view (see the bevel angle S in figures 2A through 2C) gives tile true cross-section
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Fig. 2: Determining cutting angles for splayed joints



Instructions apply to these three examples and all other cases.



I:



11:



To determine true shape of outside face of end:



To determine true shape of inside face of end:



1. With A as center, rotate true height of end; line A-B to intersect bottom extension at C.



1. Project I and H (true length of inside face) onto line A-B.



2. Drop vertical lines from A and C to intersect



2. With A as center, rotate projected length



extension lines from corners of outside face G) in top view.



(0, E, F, 0, E, F,



3. Connect outside face.



II:I



Set miter gauge on tablesaw (or rotate arm on radial-arm saw) to angle Measure with protractor.



W.



of inside face, I'H', to intersect extension at and



J K. J K



G to get true shape of



3. Drop vertical lines from



and to intersect extension lines from corners of inside face (L, M, N, Pl.



4. Connect L, M, N, P to get shape of inside face. Bevel angle, S: Rip edges of boards to this angle.



2A: Butt joint - same splay angle for sides and ends



2B: Miter joint -same splay angle for sides and ends



Side view



True wood thickness, T



C



--r-_



J H'



Angle W: Set miter gauge to this angle.



D���________��__�____-,�__��____________ Shape of end pivoted to lay flat on horizontal s u rface



Top view



E



shape of the end. Use this angle, measured from the vertical, to set



inside face, follow the same procedure, with one small wrinkle:



the blade t i l t when making these bevel cuts; oth rwise, the end's



The inner face must also be rotated about the same point (A) as



shape is distorted. But if you imagine its outside, bottom edge (F-G)



the outsi Ie face, to ensure that the faces register properly in the



to be hi nged, the end can be rotated (around point A) to lay flat in



true end view you're developing. To accomplish this, project H



the plane of the paper, to reveal its true shape. It fol lows an arc



and



centered on the bottom, outside corner (A), with a radius equal to



connected as shown, the end's true shape is fully developed.



1



onto line A-B before doing the rotation. When the points are



A-B. The arc i ntersects the extended bottom line of the tray at C.



The miter setting on your tablesaw (or the arm swing, if you



Line A-C is the end's true height. l OW, drop perpendiculars from C



have a radial-arm saw) to cut d1e sloped sides of the ends is mea



and A. These intersect with line continuations in the top view at D,



sured directly from the true top view, as shown in figures 2A



E , F and G. When these points are connected as shown, the end's



d1rough 2C. Both faces are the same size, but because they are



true shape, as if laid flat, is defined. More precisely, it is the true



offset, the angle formed along the edge is not 90°. This angle deter



shape of the outside face of the en
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1.



To get the true shape of the



mines the blade tilt necessary



to



make the compound-angle cut.



IV: To determine blade tilt:



X-Y X-Y, X-Yfr, T X-Y



1. Draw perpendicular line, 2. Measure



to side M-N.



and divide by true thickness of wood,



3. Calculate blade tilt angle, Z=arctan



B lade-tilt angle,



or:



Z



4. Construct right triangle with perpendicular sides equal to and T.



5. Measure blade-tilt angle with protractor.



it x-v



2C: Miter joint-different splay angle for sides and ends



The triangle on the left results from measuring the diagram below to determine blade-tilt angle. If the diagram can be drawn actual size or larger, accuracy will likely improve, partly because a larger triangle, such as the one on the right, can result.



C



J C



J H Angle W



Bevel angle, S



There are two ways to determine this angle: Measure the distance



views and from the true shape of the end you have j ust developed.



X-V X-AsV



and divide it by the true thickness of the wood. Then use the



But if the ends and sides are splayed differently, as in figure 2C



to



above, or if you are using different thickness wood for the sides



arctangent (tan-I ) function on your calculator (or use tables)



compute the angle. If you don't have the calculator or tables, care



and ends, you have to repeat the process, this time using the end



fully construct a right triangle with one perpendicular side equal



view in place of the side to letermine the cutting angles for the sides.



to



the thickn ss of the wood. Then use



Housed butt joints or 'Played dovetails are handled i n the same



a protractor to measure the angle lirectly as shown in the draw



way. Once you have a true view of the ends, layout becomes a



ing.



simple matter of adding the necessary construction lines.



to



and the other equal



mentioned earlier, the accuracy of your measurement will



D



be improved if you scale up your drawing as much as possible. If, as in this example, the sides and ends are splayed equally, no further layout work is required: All of the limensional information necessary to construct the tray is availabl



from the top and side



Graham Blackburn, author oj numerou.s books on woodworking, a jumittwe designer and maker in Soquel, Calif He is also a contributing editor to Fine Woodworking.
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Fig.



1:



Dovetails



Half-size templates



Build up dovetail area with ';2-in. by "4-in. batten.



The author designed his own decorative dovetails for this Wellington campaign chest Designed to accompany an officer on a military campaign, the chest includes a drop-front secretaire and a hinged rail that locks over the drawer fronts to secure them for transport



Campaign Chest Locking drawers and a dropjront secreta ire by Vernon Harper



or more than 300 years, cabinetmakers on tile island of Ber muda have been designing personal decorative dovetail pat terns to join the carcases of tileir chests-on-frames. Because I was living in Bermuda when I built the Wellington campaign chest shown in the photo above, I followed this tradition and designed my own "sunburst" variation for the carcase dovetai ls. Named after the first Duke of Wellington, Arthur Wellesley ( known for accepting Napoleon's surrender at Waterloo), Wellington chests are made to be removed from meir base frame so tiley can accompany an officer on a military campaign. A h inged locking rail (on the right side of my chest) overlaps the drawer fronts, holding the drawers closed when me chest is being transported. To maintain symmetry, an



F
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identical dummy rail is glued to the edge of the carcase's otiler side. In addition to serving as a mobile chest of drawers for an officer's personal possessions, tilese chests provide a portable office. The secretaire component, concealed behind the false double drawer-front, is the highlight of the piece for me. When the false front is pulled out, it brings with it a separate cabinet, which slides out about 2 in. on one of the U-frame drawer guides. With the secreta ire cabinet pulled out, you can reach through scalloped �ut outs on tile sides of its face frame, unlatch me false drawer front and pull it down to create a writing surface. My chest is constructed of native Bermuda cedar. Actually a juniper (juniperus Bermudiana), Bermuda cedar is one of the few trees



Photo: Ann Spurling: drnwings: Kathleen Creston



Lock for locking rail



Fig. 2: Wellington chest



16Y4.



I ...



\



----'>�1



Taper U-frames for drawer runners



%



Glue bead into groove on left side of U-frame to act as drawer guide.



Quadrant stay is mortised into outside of secretaire cabinet.



Fixed ra i l



6%



This drawer front must overlap upper and lower guide.



Writing height, 27% in. Top o f leg is recessed to retain chest.



able to withstand pounding salt spray and the hurricane gales that frequently batter the island. However, the extensive use of cedar by shipwrights, carpenters and furnituremakers, coupled with several destructive cedar blights, has virtually decimated the is land's once-abundant cedar stands. Consequently, the availability of cedar is extremely limited, and milled cedar is very costly-ap proximately $20 per board foot at present. Cedar is also a difficult wood to work, due to its irregular grain around the knots and its difference in hardness between the earlywood and latewood. a result, the creation of a large piece of furniture in Bermuda cedar is a true labor of love.



--+--'-



because only its edges are visible. The solid back panel is glued up from '12-in.-d1ick boards with their grain running side to side. After cutting d1e back panel to size, all four edges are beveled on d1e table saw to create a fielded panel d1at fits into dadoes cut in d1e carcase.



tailin 1 As



gnin



Desi g the chest-My prinCipal design consi leration was ar riving at a comfortable height for the secretai re's writing surface while preserving visually pleasing proportions for d1e heights of the seven drawer fronts. I deci led on 27% i n . , slightly less than the standard table height of 30 in. I arrived at this height by mak ing the top drawer front 5% in. h igh and i ncreasing the height of each front by in., resulting in a 6'12-in.-high bottom drawer. The drawers of most chests increase in height from top to bottom, and even d1is 'Is-in. increase provides a pleasant visual effect. Once I was satisfied with the design, I made a quarter-scale drawing to establish dimensions. Then, I glued up the chest's individ ual components: sides, top, bottom and back Because I acquired d1e wood myself, I was able to keep the boards together i n the same order they were sawn from the log. This made it possible to book match the grain on the chest's sides and top by edge-gluing con secutively sawn boards. Grain isn't a major concern on the bottom,



'Is



Dove g the carcase - To show off the Bermuda dovetails to maximum advantage, laid them out with the sunburst on the sides of the chest, as shown in the photo. This meant cutting the tails on the chest's top and bottom and the pins on its sides. To accommodate the size of the dovetails' decorative pattern, I glued a '12-in.-thick, %-in.-wide, short-grai n batten along the ends of the top and bottom to increase their thickness from % in. to 1 1,f, i n . To a d I variety t o the overall pattern o f the carcase dovetails, I made twO templates from plastic laminate in my sunburst design: one with five "rays"; the other with three (see figure 1 on the fac ing page). I also made a third, smaller three-ray template for use on the four small secretaire drawers. To make the templates, draw the pattern on pieces of laminate, saw them out with a hacksaw and clean up and refine them with a file. Then, glue and pin each template to a small woo Iblock to act as a reference block when laying out the patterns. The largest sunburst can't extend beyond 1 V4 i n . , because that's the thickness of the built-up ends of the top and bottom. With regular dovetails, you can make adjustments to the depth of the pins by paring the flat shoulders to true or square them up. If this leaves the ends of the pins proud of the surface after assembly, you can just sand d1e pins flush - not so wid1 Bermuda dovetails. Here, one must preserve the integrity of the original marking-out lines or lose all reference to the fit of the rays. Be-
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cause of this need for precision,



1



use a sharp knife instead of a



pencil line when marking from the template. Then,



1



saw close to



the l ine and carefu l ly trim to the line with a chisel. Figure



1



ed into th



on p. 68 sho\vs how the sunburst patterns are incorporat cutting of the half-blind pins and tails.



1



mark out for the



sunbursts and the pins on the chest's sides, alternating the five- and three- ray templates to determine spacing. With a marking gauge,



11



mark the yq-in. depth of the decorative pattern on the endgrain of both sides and on the interior su rfaces of the top and bottom.



to [ to1 1 1 to 1 to 1 11 to to to 1 1 to I, 1



then reset the gauge



the l 'l4-in. th ickness of the top and bot



tom and mark for the shoulder of the pins on the interior surface of each side.



saw the p i ns out down



the peaks of the rays and



chisel out the waste from behind the Y4-in.-thick patterned area, down to the shoulder's gauge l i ne.



use a small fine-tOoth dovetail



saw to cut out the sunburst and then chisel into the acute, angled corners with a Y'6-in. chisel that



ground and sharpened on the



skew specifically for this pu rpose.



work



the layout l i nes and



use the templates to double-check my accuracy. When I ' m sat isfied with the pins,



hold them up



the mating



top and bottom ends and careful ly mark for the tails on the inside su rfaces.



use the templates to lay out the sunbursts on the en



grain of the top and bottOm. The tails are sawed out like normal



dovetails, and the sunburst patterns are chiseled Y4 in. deep into the endgrain. Make sure all surfaces are crisp and s luare before as sembling the parts, because you can't fit them together and take them



apan without a great risk of breaking off the points of the ray pat terns. You should assemble the corners only once-during glue-up. After the carcase is assembled,



i nstall U-shape frames to sup



parr, guide and stop the drawers ( see figure 2 on the previous page). Because the dummy rail on the left is fixed and does not swing out of the wav, the drawers need



be offset to the right so



they can s l ide past this fixed rai l . A bead is glued intO a groove on the left side of each U-frame, in line with the edge of the rai l ,



act



as a side guide for the drawers. The U-frames are then fastened



edge of the secretaire is 2 Yz in. wide by ' Y' 6 in. thick. Before the frame is glued up, the scalloped cutouts, for access to the drop-front catches, are bandsawn in the side pieces, and the top piece is ripped to the proper widdl to matdl the cutouts. The cedar



the cabinet sides with brass screws in sl ightly oversize holes, to



frame is then edge-glued with splines to the secretaire cabinet.



al low for expansion or contraction of the carcase sides.



After glu ing up the frame, I reinforce the m iters by handsawing



The seven drawer fronts are arranged so the grains are book



angled kerfs in dle outside corners and gluing in p ieces of veneer



]



I



matched on adjacent drawers. The third and fourth drawer fronts



the same th ickness as the sawkerfs.



from the tOp are actually the drop-front desktOp of the secretaire.



in spite of the thin ness of the veneer, this strengthens the m iter



They're e Ige-glued together and grooved of two separate drawers.



call this "key-veneering," an



give the impression



joint conSiderably. A narrow case containing the small interior



made all the drawer parts, sides, backs



drawers completes the secretaire cabinet. It's made from \I.t-in.



and bottom ' from solid cedar, but waul



not do so if building the



plywood; the tOp and bottom are covered with black laminate; and



chest again. The wood-to-wood contact between the drawer sides



the front is edge-trimmed with ce lar. The case is s l ipped into the



and case seemed to increase the cedar's tendency to weep its sticky



secretaire cabinet and held i n place with countersunk screws from



resin. Because of this and the softness of the woo



dle outside of the secretaire into the drawer case. Make sure dle



l ined the



bottom edge of the drawer sides and the bearing surfaces of the U frames with strips of plastic laminate. The drawers are joined with



screws don't come through and interfere with the drawers. My design calls for black leather on the writing s urface of the



1



dovetai ls all around: through dovetai ls in the back and half-blind



drop-front desk. To inset the leather,



ones on the fronts of the large drawers. The fou r small secretaire



fered recess in a rectangle approximately 1 Yz in. from the edge



drawer fronts are Bermuda dovetailed together so dle sunburst motif



of dle drop-front panel. The deepest part of the recess is the same



is reiterated on their fronts ( see figure 3 above). The drawer bottoms



depth as the leather'S thickness. The leather is glued in place after



to �



chisel a l -in.-wide cham



are Y'6-in.-dlick, solid, fielded panels slid into grooves in dle drawer



the fi nish is applied



sides and front, and pinned in the bottom edge of the back.



on the bottom edge of the drop-front panel and on the bottOm



the chest. An angular rule joint is tablesawn



edge of the secretaire cabinet.



tair -



h e joint's profile is designed so the



Assembling the secre e The secretaire cabinet shown in fig ure 3 is YI- in. mahogany plywood joined at the corners with splined miter joints. Before cutting the miters, I covered all fou r



front is closed.



interior su rfaces with black plastic laminate. The black laminate



morrised table h inges and supporred by brass quadrant stays. I



bottom edge of the secretaire cabinet is concealed when dle drop The drop front is attached to the cedar face frame with flush



contributes a pleasing aesthetic to dle i nterior of the secretaire as



rout arcs i nto each side of the secretaire cabinet for the brass



well as provides a practical fi nish. The Y4-in. p lywood back panel



quadrant stays by running the router base against a curved tem



is also covered with lami nate and fitted into a rabbet in the back



plate. Final ly, I morrise the latches that secure the drop front into



edges of the cabinet sides, top and bottom. The mitered cedar face frame that covers the plywood front
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the sides of the face frame and the mating catches into the wood around the leather writing surface.



Built-up for dovetail



------'>.�������



Pattern is cut � in. deep.



Cedar facing covers edge of �-in. plywood and laminate.



Drawer guide



Secretaire pull-out stop



The assembled secretaire cabinet is now slid into its space in the



I finished my Wellington chest with five coats of interior-grade



chest. To provide a stop for the sliding cabinet, I remove the draw



polyurethane, rubbing the chest down with 0000 steel wool be



er below, reach in and screw a strip of wood to the bottom of the



tween coats. However, I 've also used tung oil with equal, if not



cabinet that will bump the front rail of the U-frame when the top,



better, success. The same preparation is required, and d1e final



front edge of the cabinet is even with the drawer front above it



finish appears a little softer than the polyurethane fin ish. The



( see figure 3 above).



advantage of the oil finish is that when bleeding occurs, you can recondition the surface by scraping the resin from the offending



Loc



kin rail g



and base -The l '/2-in.-wide hinged rail, which closes



and locks over the drawers to keep them from falling out when the chest is transported, is mounted with three brass butt hinges



areas and applying another coat of oil. With polyurethanes, you need to completely strip the finish and refinish from scratch. After finishing, glue d1e leather into the chamfered recess on the



1



mortised into the rail and carcase. A chest lock and escutcheon



inside of d1e drop front.



plate are mortised into the right side of d1e carcase, and ilie keeper is



which is available at most hardware stores.



let into the back side of the rail. The fixed rail is glued to the edge



stretches some while gluing, so I advise you to run a test first to



of ilie carcase's left side to maintain symmeuy. Before mounting



see if your leather is going to stretch; if necessary, cut the leather a



the rails, they are contoured as shown in figure 2 on p. 69. The base frame consists of four rails and legs mortised and ten oned together. The rails meet the legs � in. down from d1e top of d1e legs.



1



1



find that leather



little small to start wid1 so you won't have to trim it after it's covered wiili glue. I made beveled strips dut fit into d1e chamfered recess to help clamp ilie lead1er in place while d1e glue dries overnight.



0



chisel out a Y4-in. recess from the back side of the legs



so the carcase can rest in iliis recess on the legs and on d1e top edge of the rails. The chest is retained by the portion of d1e legs that extends up around its corners. Owing to the irregular grain, especially around the knots, I found the best preparation for finishing to be a hand scraper fol lowed by hand-sanding with a cork block and 1 20-grit paper. Sanding with coarser grits or with power sanders simply raises the grain. Finishing knotty cedar can be a real challenge: The knots harbor d1e tree's resin, and for many years ilie resin tends to bleed through any finish, forming a gummy residue that gradually picks up household dust and oilier airborne particles. The only remedies I've found are to refinish d1e piece after, say, five years, or to accept the residue



used Weldwood Plastic Resin glue,



as



a natural phenomenon. I doubt if even shellac, which



is known for its sealing ability, could hold back iliis resin. Natural ly, ilie older the piece of furniture, d1e less bleeding will occur.



Vernon Halpel� a graduate of tbe Scbool of Fumiture, Birmingbam, England, was tbe lecturer in Commercial CalpentlY at Bermuda College from 1980 to 1986 He now lives in Ontario, Canada.



Sources of supply



_______



Brass hardware for the Wellington chest is available from Ball and Bal� 463 Lincoln Highway, Exton, PA 19341; (215) 363· 7330. Hardware is listed by part name and 1987 catalog number:



W.



Chippendale pulls, C 5 1 Knobs for small drawers, G 1 7- 1 36 Quadrant stays, J38 Drop-front catches, 139 Chest lock for rail, TJB-056 Hinges for rail, H 3 5- 3 1 3 Table hinges for drop front, H36- 343
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Swirling patterns by cutting and reassembling a single board by M ichae l Shule r



've always been fascinated with turned forms, even before I knew what a lathe was. When I was 14 years old, I made minia tures on a makeshift lathe from birch dowels. A pocketknife was my only tool, but I was turning wood, and that was all that mattered. Later, in high school , I turned candlesticks, then chair legs, lamps and other creations, searching for a way to make the lathe a tool for artistic expression. Then one winter, sick in bed with a cold, I read some back issues of a woodworking magazine a friend had given me and discovered the work of turning greats like Frank Knox and Ed Moulthrop, as well the wealth of differ ent things the lathe could do, including segmented turning. Segmented work and the design possibilities it offered met my needs for artistic expression, but most segmented vessels tended toward strong contrasts, with some makers using half a dozen or more different woods in a single piece to achieve a colorful effect. I wanted to see what could be done by segmenting a single kind of wood in a bowl. After experimenting with different geometric pat terns and methods of gluing up segments, I discovered a way to create a striking look in a turned vessel that didn't require the use of several colored woods to achieve pattern and contrast. I start with a single board, take it apart, reorganize dle figure and put it back together in the form of a bowl. The pattern that's
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formed by the grain of the reassembled board flows almost con tinuously through the bowl from top to bottom. The segments grow proportionally smaller, all dle way from the rim down to the base. Inside dle bowl, the wedge-shape segments meet at their points, forming a radial geometric pattern. The combination of the decreasing size of segments and the grain of the wood makes looking into some of these bowls feel like you're someplace in the s y looking down at a hurricane or looking into the iris of an eye. Before going through the specific steps involved in making bowls like dle .ones pictured above, I'll generally discuss how this seg mentation medlod works and how the designs develop.
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Segmentation s te en finished, one of the large bowls looks as if it's been tediously glued up from hundreds of separate pieces, but these pieces aren't cut and glued up individually. The process revolves around the cutting of dlinly tapered wedges dut are glued up into discs: a large one for the body of the bowl and a smaller one for the base. For the larger disc, wedges are first glued up into two half discs, which are bandsawn apart into concentric half rings. Then the matching pairs of half rings are glued together; dlese rings are stacked atop the base disc and glued into a cone-shape bowl blank. TIle vessel is then turned to final form and finished.



Photo this page: Michele Russell Siavinsj.,:),; all other photos: Susan Helgeson



Wedges are the bowl's basic building blocks and provide an eco nomical way to glue up the large number of pieces needed for a complex segmented pattern. Although any number of wedges may be used for the body and base discs, I 've settled on 1 04 , because it results in segments that are about % in. wide on the outer rim of a 1 2-in. bowl, an arrangement pleasing to my eyes. Also, 104 is evenly divisible by many other numbers: 52, 26, 1 3 , 8. Divisibility isn't important for your first bowl, but it allows me to divide the rings into sections and play with the order of wedges in these sections to get special grain effects and contrasts. I typically use figured woods or exotics, but even plain-grained woods become attractive when segmented by this method.
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Cu



g the wedges -The first step is to cut a board into the two



kinds of wedges needed for each bowl. The wedges that make up the large disc for the body are crosscut, so the figure of the side grain shows on the bowl's sides. The wedges for the base disc are ripcut, because these must taper to a pinpoint and converge at the center of the bowl. It's practically impossible to cut these fine points across the grain. If you start with a board that's � x 5%x60 i n . , you can produce



Above: A sliding jig on the tablesaw makes both crosscut and rip cut wedges - the basic building blocks for the author's segmented bowls. Two quick-action clamps hold the stock securely during cutting to help maintain the high accuracy required for flawless glue-ups. Below: The wedges for the small disc, which makes the base of the bowl, are glued up using a band clamp, like the ones used in plumbing. While the base wedges are assembled in random order, the body wedges are left dry-assembled in the order they came Off the board (seen here in the background) before glue-up.



a large and a small bowl at the same time. The disc glued up from the crosscut wedges yields the body of a 1 2-in.-dia. bowl and part of a 4Y2-in.-dia. bowl. Two base discs must be made from ripcut wedges-one for each bowl. Mark a line on one side of the board, to help later in orienting the wedges in the large dise. Crosscut the 5-ft. length to get two 1 8-in. lengths for the body, fou r 2 Y2-in.-long crosscut strips for the base of the larger bowl and two 1 Y2- in. long strips for the base of the smaller bowl. To cut the wedges, I built a special sliding taper jig that rides in the tablesaw's miter-gauge slots. The jig has two stations: one for crosscut wedges and the other for ripcut wedges.



An



adjustable



fence and two stops reference the stock for the acute-angle cuts. Two De taCo qu ick-action clamps (one for each wedge-cutting sta tion) clamp the board directly over the blade to ensure that the board is perfectly flat and doesn't budge during the cut (see the photo at the top of this page). These clamps are available from Woodcraft Supply, 41 Atlantic Ave . , Box 4000, Wobu rn , Mass. 0 1 888; (800) 225- 1 1 53 . An 80-tooth, triple-chip-grind



(TCG)



carbide blade



leaves a smooth su rface on each wedge that'S ready for gluing. The sawblade passes through a block fastened to each clamp, which helps keep splintering on top of the cut to a minimum.



Cut the ripcut wedges for the base the same way as described



Before cutting begins, carefully adjust the position of the stops



above, only using dle second station on dle sliding jig. These



and fence so the crosscut station will yield 5%-in.-long cross



wedges don't have to be as carefully ordered and oriented as the



cut wedges that have a .062-in. taper. This means that for the large



ones for dle body, so I just cut them off and collect the 1 04 I need



bowl, the body wedges taper from .37 in. on the fat end to .037 on



in a coffee can. The base for the small bowl only needs 20 wedges,



the skinny end. Because the ripcut station uses the same fence, the



because it's much smaller; these are cut as described earlier, only



wedges for the base have the same taper as the body wedges. How



using another sliding taper jig made specifically for this operation



ever, a pacer screwed to the fence makes it possible for the blade



set to cut at 1 8".



to take thinner cuts: The 2 Y2-in.-long ripcut wedges are . 1 5 in. on the fat end, tapering to a sharp point at the other end. Check the



Gluing up the discs - Instead of trying to glue up all the wedges



wedges with a micrometer to verify the measurements and tweak



for a bowl in one step, glue up a small disc for the base, then glue



the fence's final position accordingly. Also, make sure the saw



up two half discs for the body. The disc for the base is glued up in



blade is dead square to the jig. These steps are necessary if wedges



a band clamp, like the hose clamps sold in hardware stores for



are to glue up into a disc without gaps in any of its 1 04 seams.



plumbing or exhaust systems (see the photo above). Buttering one



Cut the crosscut wedges first, placing the end of the board against



side of each ripcut wedge liberally with yellow glue, assemble



dle fence and clamping it down. After cutting off a wedge, slide the



them in dle clamp in a random order, aligning dle points in the



jig back, well away from the blade, before unclamping and removing



center as you go. The points pretty much align themselves, but



the wedge. Flip dle board edge for edge before each successive cut,



you 'll have to squish the wedge



and arrange the wedges on a separate table in a circle, with the same



points to meet perfectly in the cente r. When all 1 04 wedges are in



side up as dley came off dle saw. I usually count dle number cut and



place, tighten the clamp widl a box wrench until the joints are



mark dle halfway point of dle disc widl a strip of paper. When all 1 04



snug. Be warned that this glue-up is hectic: You only have five or



wedges are cut, set dle dry-assembled disc aside.



1 0 min utes before dle glue sets, and you won't know how the disc



around occasionally to get the
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Above: The wedges for the body of the bowl are glued into half discs in a special clamp ing jig made by the a u thor. The steel clamping strap is tightened with a wrench to close the joints between all the wedges. Right: With the table set to 45°, half rings are bandsawn from the half discs following concentric lines scribed on earlier with a large pair of dividers. Below: After matching pairs of half rings are glued together, the seven largest rings are stacked to form the bowl body. The pa of segmentation is changed by rotating the rings in relation to each other.
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Above: The ring layers of the bowl are glued up, two at a time, in a press welded up from rectangular steel tubing. Here, the author tightens the press screw, which bears on a waste block glued to the bowl's base disc. Right: Witl:, the lathe rotating at 1,200 RPM, the author the outside of his segmented bowl to final shape. When the walls ap proach in. to in. thickness, he sup ports the rim of the bowl with three fingers, to keep the cut from chattering.
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will come out unt i l after the glue-up. Any small error in wedge angle is multiplied 104 times, so the wedges need to be extremely accurate to form a perfect disc. But don't be discouraged if your discs don't come out perfectly: Keep an extra length of bowl stock on hand, in case you need to make another base. glue the half discs using a clamping jig I made from a Vs-in. by I-in. steel strap with a short section of threaded rod welded to each end. The rods are slipped through holes in a l x2xI 5-in. rec tangular steel tube that's slotted to allow clearance the ends of the strap ( see the top, left photo on the facing page). The gluing operation is simple, but it must be done quickly before the glue sets up. One side of each wedge is buttered as before and placed in the clamping jig in the same order and orientation as it was dry assembled. When all 52 wedges are in the jig, the strap is tightened by torqui ng nuts on the threaded rods with a box wrench. Two small steel plates are bolted to either side of the half disc through the hole in the middle, to keep the center area flat during tighten ing. Snug up the strap a little, bolt on the plate and then finish tightening the strap. Considerable force will be needed to get the joints berween all the wedges tight. Again, this is a hectic process, but it shouldn't take more than five m inutes from stan to finish. Wait a couple of days for the glue to cure, and carefu lly break the discs out of their steel clamps by tappi ng the edges of the straps \vith a hammer. Waxing the steel ahead of time helps keep the glue from sticking. Face off the base d iscs on a three-jaw chuck on the lathe, making both s i des flat and true. Flatten both sides of the rwo half discs using a �-in. straight bit in a router-rai l jig, simi lar to the one described by Giles Gilson i n FWW Tech niques 4, p. 52. The jig supports the router a fixed distance above a table that holds the half di c in place. It takes many passes with the router to surface the half disc, sliding the router both sideways and front to back on the rai ls, but the j ig brings the thickness of the rwo halves to within .003 in. of each other. Flatten one side of each disc, then the other, removing about Vt6 in. of material per side to overarm rout.er or wind up with a final thickness of about % in. abrasive planer can also do the surfacing, provided both half discs are made uniform in thickness. Next, lay the rwo half discs on a scrap of p lywood so they form a circle, and match up the grain so the wedges are in the same con tinous order as they came off the saw. Tape the outer edges to the plywood so the discs can't shift, and drive a finish nail into the plywood the middle of the disc so the end of the nail sticks up about in. Now place the point of a divider in the dimple in the nail 's head and scribe a series of concentric circles on the discs that are % i n . apart (the same distance apart as the thickness of the disc). Starting with the largest circle just at the outer rim, you should be able to scribe n i ne or 10 circles. Remove the half discs from the plywood and take them to the bandsaw. With the bandsaw table set to 45°, saw each half disc into a series of half rings, following the scribed lines. Next, true up the ends of each half ring on the disc sander-just a touch - until they are clean of glue and square. Glue the rwo halves of each ring together by taping them down to a flat surface and using the tape to keep the mating edges pressed together. A slab of Corian works well as a gluing surface, but any really flat surface that glue doesn't stick to will suffice. Once the rings have dried, do a little touch-up sanding to remove any glue squeeze-out and to ensure ring flatness. For this, I use another slab of Corian on which I mount fou r sheets of 60-grit, closed-coat, silicone-carbide paper. With a l ight touch, I move each disc back and forth on the sandpaper, occasionally rotating it.
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Gluing up the rings -All the rings from the large disc, except the smal lest one, are stacked on top of the 5-in. base disc to form the



body of the large bowl. But before the base disc is ready, it needs to have a ring cut off its outer edge for the smaller bowl. Take the faced-off disc, and with a pair of dividers, score about a 3 V2-in.-dia. mark on one side. Remount the disc on the three-jaw chuck, and with a narrow parting tool held at 45° to the face of the disc, make a plunge cut at the line and pop out the base of the large bowl. The ring that's left over, combined with the smallest ring from the large disc and the extra, small base disc make up the small bowl. Back to the large bowl: As you stack the rings i nto a cone, you'll notice the seam on each ring where the grain in the first wedge meets the grain in the 1 04th wedge. By rotating each ring s lightly and staggering the seam a half a segment berween lay ers, l i ke rows of bricks in a wall, the segments become more visually i ndividual and the bowl's grain pattern is accentuated. To de-emphasize the seam and to get a bowl with an even grain pattern all the way around, start with a board that has gra i n that's s i m i lar at both ends. To glue up the large bowl, I glue the layers of rings rwo at a time, using a special press frame I made by mounting a square threaded screw in a frame welded from the same rectangular steel tubing used for the half-disc clamping j ig. First, glue the base disc to a thick waste block, clamping the assembly in the press as shown in the lower, left photo on the facing page. Glue on the layers of rings rwo at a time, truing the face of the outermost ring after each glue-up. Do this by mounting the waste block on a screw center chucked in the lathe, taking a very light cut. Truing overcomes cumulative errors in the flatness of the rings and keeps the glue joints berween layers perfect. The small bowl is glued up one layer at a time, truing faces for flatness berween layers.
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T g the bowl-All that remains is to turn the bowl to final shape on the lathe. Remount the assembled bowl to the screw cen ter and rough-turn the outside profile first. Then turn the i nside to final shape and return to the outside for the final turning. I like my bowls to be featherlight, so I typically turn the walls down to in. to i n . thick. When the walls start to get really thin, I turn with my left hand's thumb ( I 'm right-handed), guiding the tool while three fingers ride on the outside of dle rotating bowl, steadying dle rim. Cloth tape on my fingers protects them from friction burns. About 1 ,200 is a good speed for doing the final turning. Because there are so many gluelines in these segmented bowls, turning them tends to dull the edges of most ladle tools quickly. I used to turn with a gouge designed by Jerry Glaser made from A-l l steel, but now I find h is micro-grain, carbide-tipped gouge tools to be superior (available from Glaser Engineering Co. I nc., 1 66 1 E. 28th St., S ignal Hill, Calif. 90806; 2 13-426-1 722). To prevent turner's elbow (a turner's version of tennis elbow), Glaser recom mends weighting dle hollow handle of ladle turn ing tools with about 10 oz. of #9 lead bird shot, which helps absorb arm fatiguing vibrations. Sand dle outside and inside of each bowl down to 320-grit paper, with the bowl on the ladle. Then, French polish the bowl by apply ing thi n coats of shellac while dle bowl's still on the lathe (not spin n i ng). When dle finish dries, reverse the bowl on the lathe to turn dle foot. mount dle bowl on a special chuck consisting of a rounded cone dlat bears against the inside while a collar presses against the bowl's outside. The collar has three bolts around it that screw into a faceplate that mounts on the ladle. The bowl can be adjusted i n dlis collar, to be accurately recentered widlin .005 in., something I verify with a dial indicator. To complete dle bowl, part the waste block from the bottom and turn and finish the foot. 0
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Lift Cabinets Remote-control devices open the possibilities by Scott Peck



eople have always been fascinated with electronic gadgets that at the push of a button make things happen. At my shop, Masters Furniture and Design, we capitalize on this fascination by creating remote-control, electric-power lift cabinets that raise their tops to reveal what's inside. Lift cabinets offer a challenge for the woodworker and a dramatic presentation for televiSions, video and projection equipment, stereos and small bars, and for display ing collectibles, like the guns in the cabinet we built, which is shown on the facing page. The prinCiple of a lift cabinet is simple: A remote-control device, like the one used to open your garage door, sends a signal to a receiver that activates an electric motor. The motor drives the lift mechanism mounted in the cabinet, which raises an inner case and whatever's inside it. Concealing precious items within such a con trol led-access cabinet has a variety of advantages: It offers excellent security for valuables and protection from children, as well as protec tion frol11 the adverse effects of light and dust. In its closed pOSition, a lift cabinet can function as a hall table, chest or credenza. Lamps, photos or small sculptures can be left on the top continuously, provided you have ceiling clearance when the lift opens. Because of the many possible variations of lift cabinets, I won't describe how to build a panicular cabinet in this anicle, but rather will describe the basics of lift mechanisms, cabinet design and wiring consider ations, to help you design your own remote-control lift cabinet.



P



Lift chanis



ms -There are lots of different ways to raise and me lower a cabinet vertically, using scissor lifts, electrically driven screws, or air or hydraulic cylinders. After searching the catalogs to see what's commercially available, we discovered several units that are specifically designed for lift cabinets. These electric lift units household power. are light and compact, and run on regular Depending on which brand and model you buy, lifts can raise cabinets weighing from 1 75 lbs. to 2,000 lbs. from 8 in. to 2 1 in. high. Most models are available with or without a remote control. The biggest drawback of lift mechanisms is their expense, which ranges from about $300 to more than $5,000, depending on the weight capacity and maximum height of lift. We buy most of our lift mechanisms from two West Germany cabinet hardware companies: Hafele America Co. (Box 4000, 3901 Cheyenne Drive, Archdale, N.C. 27263; 800-334-1 873 or 800-672-4853 in North Carolina) and Hettich (Box 7664, Charlotte, N.C. 282 1 7; 800-438-5939 or 704-588-6666 in North Carolina). Their lifts oper ate on a scissor-action principle, lifting a cabinet much as a scissor jack lifts an automobile for tire changes, but using an electric motor instead of muscle power. The Hafele unit is built with angle iron and is somewhat lighter and less expensive than the Hettich lift. The Hettich unit features strong, rectangular steel tubing, and its added weight and rigidity give it a great deal of stability in the raised position. This led us to choose a Hettich unit for the gun cabinet and other large-scale lift cabinets we've built.
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Remote-control lift mechanisms, like the one shown here by Hettich, are compact, yet powerful enough to lift heavy cabinets for pop up televisions, display cabinets and home-entertainment centers.
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e construction-A lift cabinet requires two separate cases: an exterior shell, which is the visible exterior of the cabinet; and an interior case that can be raised and lowered by the lift mechanism. The basic components of a lift cabinet can be seen in the draWing, on p. 78. The design of the inner case depends on its function. For example, it may house a televiSion, stereo system, bar or d isplay cabinet. It may also have shelves, drawers or storage spaces, as needed. This case may be any size, as long as its weight, plus tile material it's designed to hold, doesn't exceed the lifting capaCity of tile mechanism. Also, tile case must be laid out to distribute weight evenly over the lift mechanism, to avoid stability problems and vibration when the l ift operates. This means tiut heavy items should be centered over tile lift, and the lift should be centered inside the exterior shell. The inner case shouldn't be shorter than tile mcD
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